Brock University Students’ Union Board of Directors
Meeting: 15
Date: October 1, 2018
Members present:
Executive (2): Bilal Khan, Aidan Hibma
BUSAC (2): Cara Persia, Mohamad Ali
Student at Large (3): Witta Nicoyishakiye, Rafay Rehan, Valentina Castano,
General Manager: Robert Hilson
Members absent:
AGENDA
1

Green Levy Request – moccasin workshop supplies

MINUTES
1.0
Green Levy Request
Hibma presents a Green Levy request for supplies for a moccasin workshop in conjunction with Aboriginal Student
Services. He is asking for up to $2500 for supplies for up to around 40 people. It will also double as an information
event that helps us strengthen our relationship with Aboriginal Student Services.
Persia: How will this be marketed?
Hibma: We will have a sign up and market it the same as our other events in conjunction with the department
Nicoyishakiye: I am in favour of supporting this and hopefully supporting additional workshops
Hibma: Their budget is very low so they cannot offer it to as many people as they would like. This will give us the
opportunity to allow them to expand the service. I am also hoping to come back for some winter jackets for the
students who are in Manioutin.
Castano: Will the workshop be free for students?
Hibma: Yes
Persia: Can we ask for food donations?
Hibma: Yes, we can definitely do that
Hilson: This will be open to all students?
Hibma: Yes
Persia: Can we approve for next semester now as well?
Hibma: I think that is a great idea as it shows that we are trying to build the relationship
Nicoyishakiye: They will be leading the workshop?
Hibma: Yes, they will bring their team
BIRT Board approves $5000 from the Green Levy to
provide supplies for two moccasin workshop, one each
semester
Persia, Witta
5-0-1 (Hibma abstain)
Adjournment (Hibma)

